
OCAD U, Toronto • 2013-2018


Oslo and Akershus UniveRsity (OSLOMET), Oslo • Fall, 2016


George Brown College, toronto • 2010-2011 


B.Design, Industrial Design 

Product Design (Study Abroad Exchange)


Ontario College Certificate, American Sign Language


Education


• Studied and practiced design-thinking, human-centred design, 
research, concept development, and prototyping in order to learn how 
people behave and what their needs are.



• Designed a user-friendly coffee table for employees in the tech 
industry working from rural locations 
• Participated in designing new educational spaces for Product Design 
students within the university.

• Worked on two separate projects as part of a team and as a team 
leader.  

 


• Studied ASL and Deaf culture which promoted a deep understanding 
of the importance of accessible design and how to empathize with 
people from other perspectives.

U X  D e s i g n e r

 647-569-3739 
 drew@drewherrema.com 
 www.drewherrema.com  

Hacking Health • March 2019


York University • July 2017


Hacking Health • June 2017


User Experience (UX) Designer


Human Factors Analyst 


User Experience (UX) Designer


Experience


• Designed and prototyped a web app to provide people with accurate 
information on their diagnosis and connect with others for support.

• Used the design process and tools to keep re-assessing the 
parameters of the project.



• Advised and consulted on accessibility factors and user research.



• Created a phone app for health care workers in a long-term care 
environment to combat mental fatigue. 

• Consulted on usability and accessibility and applied a 
human-centered approach to sketching and prototyping. 

D r e W  H e r r e m a

Skills


• Design-thinking

• Analogies

• User research

• Journey mapping

• Storyboarding

• Idea generating

• Prototyping

• A/B testing

• User flows 

• Adobe CC

• Figma 
• Microsoft Office Suite
 


I am a passionate user 
experience (UX) designer who 
can bring two different 
perspectives of a problem 
together into a unique solution. 
As someone who grew up with 
learning disability, I know the 
pain of living in a world 
designed for others. I’m driven 
to incorporate inclusivity and 
accessibility into everything 
related to design, with a focus 
on easy-to-use and functional 
design that works well for 
everyone.  

interests


• Health

• Sustainability

• Tabletop RPGs


